
Prepare to excel.

Apply
Now!



Apply by December 15th
for a priority decision.

Learnwith purpose. Our classes and
academic programs equip you with the
knowledge and skills you need to reach
your career goals. We are among the elite
one percent of research universities in the
United States and one of only 30
universities nationwide holding land-grant,
sea-grant, and space-grant status.

Louisiana State University
Undergraduate Admissions
Pleasant Hall
Baton Rouge, LA 70803

Experience life on a charming southern
campus.As an LSU Tiger, you'll
experience culture like nowhere else when
you explore south Louisianan food and
music, local festivals, museums, and maybe
even a swamp tour!

{{First Name}}!

You have
what it takes
to be a Tiger.



What is the LSU advantage?

Geaux {{First Name}}! You have what
it takes to be a Tiger.
Thank you for your interest in Louisiana State University, Louisiana's flagship
university.

At Louisiana State University, we are committed to using our extensive
resources to solve economic, environmental, and social challenges. As an LSU
student, you'll take a deep dive into courses that instill critical thinking,
communication, problem-solving, and entrepreneurship skills that will help you
impact the marketplace of ideas by generating cutting-edge, innovative solutions
to the world's most critical challenges.

Our 300+ undergraduate programs are taught by faculty who contribute to a
world-class knowledge base that is transferable to educational, professional,
cultural, and economic enterprises. Our extensive and diverse academic
programs offer you a broad scope to explore your interests and enhance your
educational experience through interdisciplinary collaboration

Experience life on a charming southern campus. LSU is proud to call Baton
Rouge its home. The Baton Rouge area provides countless opportunities to get
involved not only on campus but also in politics, business, the engineering,
manufacturing and technology industries, and more. As an LSU Tiger, you'll
experience culture like nowhere else when you explore south Louisianan food
and music, local festivals, museums, and maybe even a swamp tour!

Learn with purpose. At LSU, classes and academic programs equip you with
the knowledge and skills you need to reach your career goals. LSU is among the
elite one percent of research universities in the United States and one of only 30
universities nationwide holding land-grant, sea-grant, and space-grant status.

Prepare to excel with LSU.
Apply by December 15th for a priority decision.

www.lsu.edu


